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Abstract. Analysisof seasurfacetemperature(SST) The proposedmechanismworks as follows: The longterm changesin the tropicalPacificSST inducechanges

observationssuggestsa pan-oceanicinteraction between
the tropical Pacific and the Atlantic Ocean at multidecadal time scales, s•mh that periods of anomalously
high SSTs in the tropical Pacific are followedby a basinwide SST dipole in the Atlantic Ocean with a time delay
of a few decades. The SST anomaly structure in the At-

in the fresh water flux over the tropical Atlantic, which

will lead to anomaloussea surfacesalinities(SSSs)in
the tropicalAtlantic Ocean.The SSSanomaliesare adveeredpolewardby the mean oceancirculation,eventually affectingthe densityin the sinkingregionof the
lantic Ocean is reminscent of variations in the North AtNorthern Hemisphere,thereby affectingthe convection
lantic thermohaline
circulation.
The two ocean basins
and the strengthof the thermohalinecirculation.
Here observationsare investigated to test whether
are linked through an "atmospheric bridge" involving
anomalous

fresh

water

fluxes.

Based

on the

the mechanism found in the model study of Latif et

observa-

tional findings, the Atlantic thermohaline circulation
may strengthen during the next decades in response
to the strong decades-longincrease in tropical Pacific
SST, which will have strong impacts on the climates
of North America and Europe through changesin the

North Atlantic Oscillation(NAO).

al. [2000]canbe identifiedalsoin the realworld.Since
longobservations
with goodspatialcoverageexistonly
for SST, this studyis mainly restrictedto the analysisof
SST. The SSTsare takenfromthe Kaplanet al. [1997]
datasetwhich is the longestavailableSST dataset. Atmosphericgeneralcirculationmodel(AGCM) integrations are usedadditionally to demonstratethe existence
of an atmosphericbridge,connectingthe tropicalPacific
and Atlantic Oceans. It is noted, however,that SST observationsexist only for about the last 150 years. Thus,

Introduction

The AtlanticOceanexhibitsconsiderable
multi-decadalany investigation
of multi-decadalvariabilitywill suffer
variations, as describedin many observational and mod-

eling papers(e.g. Follandet al. [1986],Deser and
Blackmort
[1993],Delworthet al. [1993],Kushwir[1994],
Mann andPark [1996],Dicksonet al. [1996],Curry et
at. [1998], Timmermannet at. [1998]). Multi-decadal
variationsare alsoobservedin the tropicalPacific(e.g.
Graham,[1994],Trenberthand Hurrell [1994],Zhanget
al. [1997]).Sofar, it hasbeenmostlyassumed
that the
multi-decadal

variations

in the two ocean basins evolve

seriouslyfi'om the too short records.

The atmospheric bridge
The E1Nifio/Southern
Oscillation(ENSO) phenomenon
is the strongest natural climate fluctuation on interan-

nual time scales(seethe text book of Philander[1990]
for details on ENSO). ENSO, although originatingin
the tropical Pacific, has global climatic impacts, and it

independently from each other. However, time seriesof

hasbeenshownby Schm,
ittner et al. [2000]that changes

the equatorialPacificSST anomaly(averagedoverthe
Nifio-3 region, 5øN-5øS,150øW-90øW)and the North
Atlantic Oscillationindex (NAO index, a measureof the
westerlies
overtheNorthAtlantic(HurrelI[1995]))show

in the fresh water flux over the tropical Atlantic Ocean
are strongly correlated with ENSO: Anomalmxslyhigh

a characteristic lead-lag relationship at multi-decadal
time scales. In the following it is shown how the two
ocean basins may be linked to each other.

It has been shownin a recent paper (Latif et al.
[2000])that changes
in the tropicalPacificstabilisethe
North Atlantic thermohalinecirculation(THC) in a

(low) SSTs in the easterntropical Pacific go together
with an anomalously
low (high) freshwater input into
the tropical Atlantic. As outlined by both Latif et al.

[2000]and Schm,
ittner et al. [2000]thesechangesin
the Atlantic fresh water budget may lead to changesin
the THC, if the changesin the fresh water flux persist
sufficiently long.
Unfortunately, long time series of the fresh water
fitor over the Atlantic

are not available

from

observa-

greenhousewarming simulation, with the atmosphere
tions. Instead AGCM simulations with observed SSTs
serving as a coupling device between the two oceans.
prescribed globally for several decades were used to
study the connectionsbetween the tropical Pacific and
Copyright2001 by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.
tropical Atlantic Oceans. The tropical atmosphere is
Papernumber2000GL011837.

highlypredictable(e.g. Lau [1985]),and it is believed
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that s•xchsimulationsprovide useful insightsabo•xtthe
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trop. Atlantic freshwater flux

istenceof the atmosphericbridgecomesfrom salinitiy

simulatedby lhe ECHAM4 rnodel

observations
takenat Bermuda(32øN,64øW).A strong
increasein the surfacesalinityis observedduringthe
last few decades(Fig. 2), whichis expectedgiventhe

0.06
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0.04

A

strongincreasein tropical Pacific SST and the decrease

of tropicalAtlantic (model)freshwaterflux duringthe
recentdecades.The trendsshownabovemay continue
in responseto greenhouse
warmingas hypothesised
by
Latff et al. [2000].
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In the next step, it is investigatedwhether the THC
in the Atlantic respondsto the variations in the fresh
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water flux. This can be doneonly indirectlyby using

SSTs,sincethe requireddirect observationsof the fresh
Figure 1. Time seriesof the Nifio-3 SST anomaly(øC, water flux, surfacesalinity, and the THC do not exist.
devided by 10) and the anomalous tropical Atlantic

fresh water flux (Sv) as simulatedby the ECHAM4

Ocean model and coupled model studies have shown

that variationsin the THC are associated
with changes
in the polewardoceanheat transportand an interhemisphericSST dipole (seee. g. Manabe and Stouffer

model averagedover the region 10øS-30øN,which is the
region with the most consistent responseover the Atlantic. Both time series vary out of phase and exhibit
strong trends during the last 50 years. Both time series [1999]and references
therein).Thus,this characteriswere filtered with a 11-year running mean.
tic SST anomaly pattern can be usedas a "fingerprint"
to identify variations in the real THC. A correlation
analysis was conducted using the Kaplan SST dataset.
nature of the response of the tropical atmosphere to First, the zero-lag correlation of the low-passfiltered
tropical Pacific SST anomalies associated with ENSOtype multi-decadal variability. The AGCM used here is

tropicalPacific(Nifio-3)SST anomalytime serieswith
the global SST anomaly field has been computed. The

ECHAM4 (Roeckneret al. [1996])with T42 resolution resultingcorrelationpattern (Fig. 3a) showsthe well
(2.8øx2.8ø), a modelthat has beenusedin many cli- known picture in the tropical Pacific, with an E1 Nifiomate applications(seee.g. Roeckneret al. [1999]).An like positive signal in the eastern and central equatoensemble of three AGCM integrations was performed
for the period 1903-1994, and the ensemble mean is
shown

here.

The

SSTs used to drive

the model

are

rial Pacific and negative anomaliesin the mid-latitudes
of both hemispheres. A teleconnection to the Indian
Ocean can be seenalso, a feature known from present-

the GISST SSTs (Parker et al. [1995]). The Kaplan
dataset is used in the investigation of the SSTs themselvesshownbelow, sinceit is the longer dataset. However, since the responsecharacteristics of the model do
not depend on the forcing SSTs, the use of the different
SST datasetsin this study is justified.
The atmospheremodel simulatesan out-of-phaserelationshipbetweendecadalfluctuationsin easterntrop-

sea surface salinityat Bermuda
based on annual values
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ical Pacific(Nifio-3) SST and the freshwater flux over
the tropicalAtlantic (10øS-30øN)as shownin Fig. l,
confirming the observational results of Schmittnet et

36.5

al. [2000]. The correlationbetweenthe two time series amounts to -0.75. Furthermore, both the tropical
Pacific

SST and the simulated

fresh water flux exhibit

rather strong trends during the last 50 years: While the
tropical Pacific SST is slowlyincreasingby about 0.5øC,
the fresh water flux over the tropical Atlantic is slowly

36.4

36.3

decreasing
by about0.06Sv (lOSmS/s).Thisbehaviour
is consistentwith that foundin the greenhousewarming
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Figure 2. Time seriesof the annual mean sea surface

simulationby Latif et al. [2000]and supportsthe pic- salinityobserved
at Bermuda(32øN,64øW).Pleasenote

ture that there existsa potential "atmosphericbridge", the strong increaseof the salinity during the most recent
by which the tropical Pacific and Atlantic Oceans can decades.The thick curve is based on a l 1-year running
interact

with

each other.

Further

evidence

for the ex-

mean.
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in the northern part and anomalo•mly cold temperatures in the southern part of the Atlantic Ocean. Thus,
the results indicate that interdecadal changesin tropical Pacific SST are followed by basin-wide changesin

Atlantic SST, and that periodsof high (low) SSTsin the
tropicalPacificare followedby a strong(weak)THC in
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the Atlantic. The statistical significanceof the results
was tested •tsing a t-test and assetming10 degrees of
freedom, and correlations above abo•t 0.5 are significant at the 95 percent level. More important than the
level of the significance,however, is the fact that physically motivated SST anomaly patterns result from the
two correlation analyses.
How are the dmngesin the thermohaline circ•dation
related to the changesin the atmosphere, specifically
the NAO? Altho•tgh a detailed investigation of the attoosphericresponseto the changesin the North Atlantic
SST is beyond the scopeof this paper, someplausibility
arguments can be made. First, it is reasonable to assume that the responsetime of the atmosphere is short
relative

to the dominant

time

scales on which

the ther-

mohaline circ•dation changes. Th•s, the low-freq•mncy
changes in the Atlantic SST and the changesin the
NAO should evolve sim•.dtaneously.Second,the NAO

30S-

will respondto the changesin the meridional temperature gradient in the Atlantic. A situation as given by
Fig. 3b, which correspondsto a strong thermohaline
circulation, is likely to be connectedwith a weak NAO,
i
since the oceanic heat transport is enhanced, so that
the atmosphere has to transport less heat poleward,
Figure 3. a) Spatialdistributionof correlation
coefficientsbetweenthe Nifio-3 SST anomaly time seriesand which would lead to fewer storms and eventually to a
the globalSST anomaliesat zerolag. b) Spatialdis- weaker NAO. A simple forecast model which predicts
tribution of correlation coefficients between the Nifio-3
the low-frequencychangesin the NAO can therefore be
SST anomalytime seriesand the global SST anmna- constructedby exploiting the lead-lag relationship be-
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lies at lag 30 years. The anomalystr•tcturein b) is
reminiscent of variations in the THC, indicating that
variations in the THC follow variations in tropical Pa-

prediction of winter-NAO

cific SST with a time lag of 30 years. The data were

based on tropical Pacific SST

low-pass
filteredwith a l 1-yearrunningmeanprior to

,

!

obs. NAO

the correlation analyses.
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found in the North Atlantic near Greenland, which is
consistent with the recent increase of the North Atlantic

I
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Oscillation.

Basedon the argumentsdescribedabove, the time it
will take to develop sufficiently strong salinity anomalies and to transport those poleward into the so called
"sinking region" in the high latitudes is of the order
of a few decades. Therefore, a time lag of 30 years
has been introd•tced in the correlation analysis. The

II
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resultsof this laggedcorrelationanalysis(Fig. 3b) exhibit strongestsignalsin the Atlantic Ocean, although
a tropical Pacific SST index has been usedas reference.
The SST anomalypattern is the interhemisphericdipole
identified in model studiesto go along with changesin
the THC. Anomalouslywarm temperatures are found

'
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Figure

4.
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Time series of the observed winter NAO

index(low-pass
filteredwith a 11-yearrunningmean)
and the predicted NAO using the tropical Pacific SST
anomaliesaveragedover the Nifio-3 region as predictor
and assuminga time lag of 35 years. Both time series
have been scaledfor display purposes.
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tween the tropical Pacific and Atlantic SST anomalies
and by assuming an out-of-phase relationship between
variations

tion

in the North

and the NAO.

Atlantic

This

amounts

thermohaline

circula-

to a forecast

model

that predicts the NAO by means of the past tropical
Pacific SST anomalies. The restilts of such a simple
forecast model using the low-pass filtered Nifio-3 SST
anomaly as a predictor and asstiming a time lag of 35
years are shown in Fig. 4. Given the simplicity of the
forecast model, its successis remarkable. I• should be
pointed out, however, that the variations in the tropical
Pacific can explain only some part of the low-frequency
variability in the NAO and that it is likely that interactions

over the Atlantic

will

also contribute

to the vari-

ability of the NAO. Based on the simple forecastscheme
the NAO will weaken considerablyduring the next few
decades.
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